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Climbing for schools

Description
Climbing as a game, discovery and education.
How many children get to experience outdoor climbing in complete sicurity conditions?

Guide Alpine Torino collaborates since many years with middle and hight schools that chose
climbing as a educational moment outside school perimeter.
This is an experience where children can discover the natural environment that surround their
cities through climbing experienced as a game.
Climbing puts together:
Nature
Trust in the school mates
Body awareness
Going beyond fear
We organize, depending on your school’s demand:
half days
whole days
hours of climbing
Together with climbing it’s possible to organize short naturalistic hiking for the kids and
adventure parks visits, wherever possible.
Guide Alpine Torino makes available homologted materials like ropes, climbing harnesses,
helmets and climbing shoes and a number of Alpine Guides, proportionated to the number of
children that are present.
School organization needs to handle the transportation to the climbing departure point.

Dress code
Please dress accordingly for sport outdoor activity and season's weather nd temperature.

Snack & Drink
Snacks, lunch on the go and a liter of water is required to nibble during the day.

Responsability
Alpine Guides will be responsible exclusively of the students during the climbing experience.
Kids that are not participating to the activity are to be handled and held responsible by the
accompanying teachers.

Climbing for schools

Climbing is a sport for everyone.
It’s an outdoor activity that allow kids to discover a new world in touch with nature and in
absolute security conditions.

Level:
Beginners 11 to 18 years
Where:
Destinations wll be chosen depending on the location of your school
Period:
All year long
Duration:
Whole day- half day- hours

Days
Cost
To have more inormations on costs please contact: info@guidealpinetorino.com
The investment includes
the assistance of the Alpine Guide UIAGM during the whole lenght of the activity.
The investment doesn’t include
extra expenses like cableways,refuge expenses, public or private transportation
expenses.
The Alpine Guide expenses are on the partecipants.

